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In 2012, Beck Dorey-Stein is working five part-time jobs and
just scraping by when a posting on Craigslist lands her,
improbably, in the Oval Office as one of Barack Obama’s
stenographers. The ultimate D.C. outsider, she joins the elite
team who accompany the president wherever he goes,
recorder and mic in hand. On whirlwind trips across time
zones, Beck forges friendships with a dynamic group of fellow
travelers—young men and women who, like her, leave their real lives behind to hop aboard Air Force
One in service of the president.
As she learns to navigate White House protocols and more than once runs afoul of the hierarchy,
Beck becomes romantically entangled with a consummate D.C. insider, and suddenly the political
becomes all too personal.
Against a backdrop of glamour, drama, and intrigue, this is the story of a young woman learning
what truly matters, and, in the process, discovering her voice.
Praise for From the Corner of the Oval
“Who knew the West Wing could be so sexy? Beck Dorey-Stein’s unparalleled access is obvious on
every page, along with her knife-sharp humor. I tore through the entire book on a four-hour flight
and loved reading all about the brilliant yet hard-partying people who once surrounded the leader of
the free world. Lots of books claim to give real insider glimpses, but this one actually
delivers.”—Lauren Weisberger, author of The Devil Wears Prada
“Dorey-Stein . . . writes with wit and self-deprecating humor.”—The Wall Street Journal
“Addictively readable . . . Dorey-Stein’s spunk and her sparkling, crackling prose had me cheering
for her through each adventure. . . . She never loses her starry-eyed optimism, her pinch-me
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wonderment, her Working Girl pluck.”—Paul
Begala, The New York Times Book
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PDF/ePub/Mobi/Mp3/Txt, Are you looking for from the corner of the oval PDF?. If you are areader
who likes to download from the corner of the oval Pdf to any kind of device,whether its your laptop,
Kindle or iPhone, there are more options now than ever before. Perhaps because of the growing
popularity of Kindle, or competitors like The Nook, or maybe just because people want choices, it is
now possible to get from the corner of the oval Pdf and any kind of Ebook you want downloaded to
almost any kind of device!
Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading from the corner of the oval Pdf? You
may think better just to read from the corner of the oval Pdf the old fashioned way you know, as in
paperbacks or hardcovers? The answer is that, while print books are great and will never become
obsolete, there are definite advantages to the electronic format. Let uslook at a few of these
benefits.
For one thing, it is environmentally friendlier to read from the corner of the oval electronically, as
you are saving all that paper. A related benefit is cost. It is much cheaper toread books that you
download than to buy them. If you read lots of books, it can be quite expensiveto buy them. Finally,
from the corner of the oval Pdf in electronic format take uphardly any space. If you travel a lot, you
can easily download from the corner of the oval Pdf to read on the plane or the commuter train,
whereas print books are heavy and bulky.
Follow this link to read online and download from the corner of the oval Pdf from our online library.
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